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This invention relates to improvements in 
bubble cap assemblies such as are used for ef 
fecting contact and heat transfer between vapors 
and liquids in fractionating towers and the like. 
A principal object of the invention is to pro 

vide a bubble cap assembly of simple and inex 
pensive construction that can readily be installed 
by one man from the top of the deck or bubble 
tray. A related object resides in the provision 
of simple means for securing a bubble cap over a 
riser and preventing the securing means from 
falling through the riser. 

It is a further object to provide a bubble cap 
and bubble cap mounting and securing means of 
stamped metal construction that offers a mini 
mum obstruction to gas flow. 
An additional and important object of the in 

vention is to provide a readily detachable bubble 
cap mounting and securing means adaptable for 
use with welded-in risers, removable risers, and 
cast iron risers. 
More specifically, it is an object of this inven 

tion to provide a bubble cap assembly embodying 
a pair of tonglike members pivotally connected 
and formed to engage the underside of the deck 
and to extend through a tubular riser and an 
apertured bubble cap for detachable engagement 
above the cap with retaining means for urging the 
cap toward the upper end of the riser and the 
tonglike members against the underside of the 
deck. 
Another and speciñc object of the invention re 

sides in the provision of a bubble cap assembly 
comprising a tubular riser extending above an 
opening in a deck plate, a bubble cap with means 
for supporting and centering it over the riser, and 
a pair of tongs having lower end portions engag 
ing the underside of the deck plate and handle 
portions projecting outwardly through an aper 
ture in the top of the bubble cap, and wedge 
means extending through slotted formations in 
the handle portions to secure the assembly. 
These and other objects contributing to 

economy in manufacture, simplicity of installa 
tion, and eiiiciency in service will be more fully 
understood from the following detailed descrip 
tion of preferred embodiments, taken with the 
accompanying drawings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a vertical section of a bubble cap as 
sembly embodying the present invention; . 

Fig. 2 is a top plan view of the assembly of 
Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing the details 
of the tonglike members for securing the bubble 
cap; 
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Fig. 4 is a vertical section of a modified bubble 
cap assembly; 

Fig. 5 is 'another vertical section of a further 
modification of the bubble cap assembly; and 

Fig. 6 is a vertical section of a still further 
bubble cap assembly having a modified bubble cap 
and bubble cap spacer means. 
As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the improved bubble 

cap assembly includes a tray or deck plate I0 hav 
ing a circular opening I2, above which extends a 
tubular riser I4 connected and sealed to the 
upper side of the plate I0 by a weld I5. A bubble 
cap I6 having a fiat top I3 with a domed edge 
portion merging with a cylindrical skirt portion 
20 is mounted in centered, spaced relation over 
the riser I4. The lower edge of cap I6 is spaced 
over the deckflß in the usual manner. 
One of the novel features of the improved as 

sembly is a disc 22 carrying a plurality of cir 
cumferentially spaced lugs 24 secured in depend 
ing positions by welding or the like and each 
having a shoulder portion 26 engaging the upper 
end of the tubular riser as shown in Fig. 1. As 
will be apparent, the disc 22 engages the under 
side of the bubble cap top I3 and the shoulder 
portions 28 engage the top edge of the riser I4 
and the outer surface thereof to center and sup 
port the bubble cap I6 in desired relation to the 
riser I4 and the deck I0. ' ` i 

In Fig. 3 there is shown a pair of tongs 28 in 
tended to be inserted within the tubular riser I4 
in the manner shown in Figs. 1 and 2. These 
tongs 28 preferably comprise tong members 30, 30 
of generally right angle shape and formed from 
striplike or plate material. Each of the identical 
tong members 30 has a horizontal leg 32 and a 
vertical leg 34. The horizontal legs 32 are joined 
in overlapping relation by a pivot pin connection 
36 lying beneath slotted vertical handle portions 
33, 38 forming continuations of the inner ends of 
the legs 32. ' 

In assembled relation, the slotted handle por 
tions 33 extend upwardly through a central aper 
ture 40 in disc 22 and outwardly through an 
aligned aperture 42 in the top of bubble cap I6. 
When the handle portions 38 are in the aligned 
coinciding relation shown in Fig. 2, an outturned 
lower end 44 of each tong 30 will extend over the 
underside of the deck plate I 0; Suitable retain 
ing means, preferably a pair of wedge strips 46, 46 
passed through the slots of the handle portions 
38 are used to urge the cap I6 toward the upper 
end of the riser I4 and the lower end portions 44 
of the tongs against the deck plate I0. A firm 
and securely clamped assembly is yobtained 
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through the wedge reaction of the strips I8 
against the handle portions 3l and the fiat top 
portion Il of the bubble cap I6. 
While it would be feasible to pass a wire 

through the slotted handle portions 38 of the 
tongs”, and through the aligned apertures 40 
and 43 of the disc -22 and cap Il respectively to 
'prevent dropping through of the tongs during as 
sembly, such an improvision and time consuming 
operation is avoided by forming an’outer end ex 

b 

tension ß on each horizontal leg 32 in order to ' 
provide with leg 34, a shoulder engageable with 
the upper end of the riser I4. f 
In assembling the bubble cap I6, over the tubu 

lar riser Ill extending above a corresponding. 
opening l2 in the deck I0, the tongs 2B will first 
be manipulated to contract the vertical legs 3l 
and thus permit the outturned ends M to pass 
downwardly through the riser. When the ends M 
are below the deck plate Il, the slotted handle 
portions 3l will be brought together, to open the 

' vertical legs 3l against the inside of the riser I4 
and move the outturned ends M into positions 
beneath the deck; during and after these manip 
ulations the upper end extensions 48 will be effec 
tive to prevent dropping through of the tongs 28. 
'I'he spacing means including the apertured disc 
22- and the depending spacing lugs 24 will next be 
dropped over the aligned handle portions 38 and 
the upper end of the riser Il. Following this, or 
concurrently if desired, the apertured bubble cap 
will be moved downwardly over 4the handle por 
tions 38. Then by the simple and relative quick 
operation of inserting the wedge strips 46 through 
the slotted handle portions above the bubble cap, 
the assembly will be made secure. A readily 
understood reversal of these steps will permit 
disassembly from the upper side only of the deck 
Il for cleaning or replacement. 
As the modifications illustrated in Figs. 4 and 

5 follow very closely the preferred embodiment 
that has been described in detail, only the dis 
tlnguishing features of these modifications will 
be pointed out. 
In Fig. 4 a thin plate Illa is formed with an 

upturned continuous lip Il defining an opening 
and serving as a lateral abutment for a tubular 
riser Ila which _nts thereover and has a small 
horizontal flange I1 resting on the top side of 
the deck. With this removable riser construction, 
it is necessary only to provide a notch 35 in the 
lower outer edge portion of each vertical tong leg 
Ila to accommodate the vdeck opening lip I I. The 
thus modified pair of tongs are referred to in 
Fig. 4 by numeral 28a. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the adaptability of the tong 
like means of this invention to another form of 
removable riser. In this embodiment, a relatively 
thick deck plate Mb has a plurality of circum 
ferentially spaced lugs 50 welded around the deck 
opening a suil'icient distance outward to provide 
lateral abutments for the ends of an outturned 
flange I‘lb on the bottom of the riser Hb. The 
greater thickness of the deck plate Wb requires 
:.ls’light increase in length ofthe pair of tongs 
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In Fig. 6 there is illustrated a bubble can as- A 
sembly embodying a cast iron deck plate loc hav 
ing an integral tubular riser llc. A cast iron 
bubble cap Ylic having a slotted skirt is mounted ' 
over the riser llc and secured by a pair of tongs 
23o modified only to provide the additional length 
required by this construction. It will also be 
>.noted that the bubble cap supporting and spacing 
means has been-modiiied by Lelimination of the 

disc 22 and integral casting of spacing lugs Nc 
on the inside of the bubble cap l6c. 
While a preferred embodiment and several 

modifications of the bubble cap assembly of this 
invention have been described in detail, it is to 
be understood that various changes can be made 
in details of construction and arrangement of 
parts without departing from the principles of 
the invention and the scope of the appended 
claims. 
Having thus described the invention, what is 

claimed as novel and desired to be secured by 
Letters Patent of the UnitedStates is: 

1. A bubble cap assembly comprising a deck 
' plate having an opening therein; a tubular riser 

extending above said opening; a bubble cap hav 
ing an aperture through the top; spacer means 
supporting the bubble cap over the riser; a pair 
of tongs having pivotally connected legs extend 
ing downwardly through the riser, each tong leg 
having an outturned lower end portion extending 
over the underside of the deck plate, and a han-v 
dle portion projecting outwardly through the 
bubble cap; and retaining means detachably en 
gaging a portion of the projecting handle por 
tions and the top of the bubble cap to hold the 
bubble cap in operative relation to the riser. 

2. A bubble cap assembly comprising a deck 
plate having an opening therein; a Atubular riser 
extending above said opening; a bubble cap hav 
ing an aperture through the top; spacer means 
~extending between the inside of the bubble cap 
and the upper end portion of the riser supporting 
the bubble cap in spaced relation over the riser; 
a pair of pivotally connected holddown tongs ex 
tending through the riser, each tong having an 
outturned lower end portion extending over the 
underside of the deck plate, and a slotted handle 
portion projecting outwardly through the aper 
ture of the bubble cap; and removable means 
extending through said slotted handle portions ‘ 
and tightly engaging the top of the bubble cap 
to urge the cap toward the upper'end of the 
riser and the lower end portions of the tongs 
against the deck plate. 

3. A bubble cap assembly comprising a deck 
plate having a circular opening therein; a tubu 
lar riser extending above said opening; a cen 
trally apertured bubble cap; spacer means ex 
tending between the inside of the bubble cap and 
the upper end portion of the riser suporting the 
bubble cap in _centered spaced relation over the 
riser; a pair of pivotally connected holddown 
tongs extending through the riser, each tong hav 
ing an outturned lower end portion engaging the 
underside of the deck plate, and a. slotted handle 
portion projecting outwardly through the aper 
ture of the bubble cap; vand wedge means extend 
ing through said slotted handle portions and 
tightly engaging the top of the bubble cap to 
urge the cap toward the upper end of the riser 
and the lower end portions of the tongs against 
the deck plate. ' 

4. A bubble cap assembly comprising a deck 
plate having a circular opening therein; a tubu 
lar riser extending above said opening; a cen 
trally apertured bubble cap for the riser; a cen 
trally apertured disc engaging the inside of the 
.top of the bubble cap and having a plurality of 
spacing lugs depending therefrom, said lugs each 
having a shouldered portion resting on the upper 
end of the riser and engaging the outside thereof 
to support the bubble cap in centered spaced re 
lation over the riser; a pair of pivotally con 
nected holddown tongs extending through the 
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riser, each tong having an outturned lower end 
portion engaging the underside oi' the deck plate, 
and a slotted handle portion projecting out 
wardly through the apertures of the disc and 
the bubble cap; and wedge means extending 
through said slotted handle portions and tightly 
engaging the top of the bubble cap` ’œ .urge the 
cap toward the upper end of the riser and the 
lower end portions of the tongs against the deck 
plate. ~ _ ' _ 

5. The combination of claim 4 in which each 
tong is provided with a lateral extension pro 

jecting over the upper end of the riser to prevent 
the tongs from dropping therethrough. 

` EDWARD J. WINTERS. 
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